






































































Jerry Bresser 

LIST MORE, 
SELL MORE. 

"The most effective Listing & Selling System in NorthAmerica" 

1. INTRODUCTION TO INTERTEC®
Jerry Bresser explains how the lntertec® concept developed. and 
how to use ii to dramatically increase your selling ability. 

2. PROSPECTING I
Covers different ways to contact prospects including telephone,
surveys, expired listings, neighbors, and private sellers.

3. PROSPECTING II
This session goes into greater detail and specific approaches to
make prospecting more effective. 

4. QUALIFYING
Eight key questions tum suspects into prm.'Peds and quickly iden
tities unmotivated sellers. 

5. LISTING PRESENTATION I
Demonstrates the eight key benefits a professional salesperson
can give to every seller. Shows the power of exact language and
why every word is important.

6. LISTING PRESENTATION II
Demonstrates techniques to prepare a home for showing, making 
sure that buyers find and remember the best features of the 
listing. 

7. FOR SALE BY OWNER I
Demonstrates the main reasons homeowners try to sell privately
and outlines an effective presentation to list them. 

8. FOR SALE BY OWNER II
Demonstrates specific techniques to convince the private seller 
that the odds are against him. 
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9. PRICING PRESENTATION I
Demonstrate; a more effective way to use a Comparative Market
Analysis so that sellers want lo list at the right price. 

10. PRlCING PRESENTATION II
More techniques to convince a seller lo price right in the first
place.

11. HOW TO LIST FIRST AND PRICE SECOND
Demonstrates a most effective technique to have sellers agree
that you can have the listing before you discuss price. Results in 
better priced listings. 

12. CLOSING THE LISTING I
Demonstrates the use of special test questions so that closing is 
easier. Shows how and when to use various closing techniques.

13. CLOSING THE LISTING II
More dosing techniques demonstrated. 

14. DEALING WITH STALLS AND OBJECTIONS I
Shows how to isolate objections and to provide assurance to pros
pects who fear making decisions. 

15. DEALING WITH STALLS AND OBJECTIONS II
Demonstrates techniques to deal with almost every known objec
tion. 

16. DEALING WITH PRICE OBJECTIONS
Demonstrates how to handle prospects who want to over-price 
their listing. 
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,... You Cari Also Learn the Jerry Bresser "LIST MORE, SELL MORE" System from: 

BQOK-Jerry's 25 chapter bookt "UST MORE, 
SELL M0R,E'' may very well prove to be the all time 
best st,ller of informative "how-to/' books for real 
estate sales people. So readable you won't want to 
put:it down. So informative you will constantly refer 

.'to it for id�as and techniques to list more properties 
and sell them faster." '. ' ' . .  -

SEMINARS-Jerry-and other qualified" instruc• 
tors:--can be scheduled for private and board
sponsored sem-inars. Terrifk impact. No "hype," just 
solid, effective, useable techniques. 

VIDEO-The 16 session, 10 1h hour video tape se
ri�s, of which this audio album is the sound track, of
fers an economical way for a company to provide 
complete · training in listing skills. Let your people 
watch_ and learn. Leader's guide ·and sales aids includ-
ed. VHS or Beta. 

COURSES-Accelerated, advanced instruction with 
Jerry Bresser or other qualified instructors has earned 
both the, Intertec® Listing Course �nd the Intertec® 

Selling.Gmrse the rightful distinction as "The Great
est_ Learning Experien�e In Real Estate Today? Tru
ly the ultimate training f?r the,serious professional. 

BACK TO LISTING GYM MAIN MENU

https://thelistingsolutioninstitute.com/memorize-and-practice/
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